DT / Art

GCSE Art students have been
practicing using a grid to draw
from their own photos. The
grid technique allows students
to copy and enlarge images
accurately.

Year 8 Groups have been using facial
proportions to create realistic tonal
portraits.

Numeracy in PE
Athletics Season
During the Summer term, pupils participate in a variety of athletics skills and techniques. Within
athletics lessons pupils use tools such as, a tape measure to measure the distance of their jump, a stop
watch to time the distance they have ran and used props to make their throw technique accurate by
using set angles.

Athletics Lesson-800 metre run
The aim of this lesson is to complete a long distance run and develop pacing techniques based on
time, personal fitness and running style.
Pupils learn and develop a running style, using set techniques to complete the 800m run in task 1. In
task 2, pupils work in pairs, 1s (coach), 2s (perform a 800m run), and decide how they will complete
the run by dividing the run into 4 200m laps or 2 400m laps. This is to provide pupils with breaks if
needed without making them feel uncomfortable/ lack confidence. Some pupils will run 800m without
a break. Coaches will time using a stop watch and help motivate their partner to complete the long
distance run. The pupils who run the full 800m distance without breaks will be asked to beat their time
and create their own personal best for a 800m race. All pupils will record their times and grade
themselves based on the success criteria bronze, silver and gold.
Those who attend athletics club during lunch or afterschool will have the ability to continue to beat
their previous time.

Languages
Numeracy
The MFL department clearly has a role to play in contributing towards the numeracy skills of pupils. We actively contribute to the following strands of the KS 3 Numeracy Framework: Numbers and the Number System
Pupils should be able to count in sequence. Possible activities are:•Count forwards up to e.g. 20, then backwards!
•Give the next number in the sequence e.g. six, huit, dix, …….
•Give the number which precedes e.g. Teacher says dix, pupil says neuf.
•Give the number which follows e.g. Teacher says dix, pupil says onze.
•Play buzz e.g. un, deux, trois, quatre, buzz, etc.
•Teach the time: analogue, digital, 12 hour and 24 hour.

•Ordinal numbers
•Give directions e.g. Prenez la troisième rue à gauche.
•Talk about the timetable e.g. Mon premier cours, c’est le dessin.
•Decimals
•Teach pupils how to express a decimal number in the target language.
•E.g. 10.5  10,5 = dix virgule cinq.
•Percentages
•Encourage pupils to write up results of a survey in sentence form.
•E.g. Vingt pour cent des garçons vont au collège à pied.
•Ratio and Proportion
•The most obvious application for this in MFL is the conversion of Euros into pounds sterling and vice versa e.g. €1 = 60p, €2 = £1.20 etc.
•This can be practised with the topics of shopping and ordering food in a restaurant, where a basic understanding of the value of money is essential.
•Other applications could include the conversion of kilometres to miles, kilos to pounds etc.

•Number operations (basic arithmetic)
•Add up items on a menu / shopping list.

Numeracy in History
Heart Rate Graphs

The aim of this activity is to develop the student’s empathy
skills and challenge them to go beyond the generic terms
like happy/ sad etc.
Students are given a series of events and must plot their
heartrate graph.
60=resting. Students must think about the impact of the
event on their heart rate.
Students the analyse their graph and discuss any turning
points and why this may have happened.

In History we ensure the Numeracy rules are followed:
The graph should have a title.
X and Y axis should also be titled.
Students should plot using an x
Lines should be drawn with a ruler and pencil

Geography
Interpreting line graphs Y9

Drawing pie charts after calculating the percentages

Y9 Triangular graphs

Calculating distance and area using a scale line. (Y11)

Calculating the median
and they went on to do
the interquartile range
(Y11)

Maths

Roman numerals
The numeric system represented by Roman numerals
originated in ancient Rome and remained the usual way of
writing numbers throughout Europe well into the Late
Middle Ages. Numbers in this system are represented by
combinations of letters from the Latin alphabet.

Numeracy in PSHE

As part of Y9 PSHE this term Brook
delivered a presentation on the issue of
consent with a focus on the age of consent
and what consent actually means.

Question:
What is the age of consent in the UK?
Answer:
16. This means that no one under the age
of 16 can give legal consent to a sexual
relationship. The law is there to protect
children.

Business Studies
This is a
worked
example of an
A2 question on
two types of
Investment
Appraisal
Pupils look at
two
investments
and
recommend
which the
business
should choose
based on
future
monetary
returns

Science
Leaf pores “stomata”

Numeracy in Science
Calculating density in ecology
In biology scientists often have to count large numbers of features or
organisms. Sometimes there are so many organism to count that sub
sampling is done to find a number in a smaller area and then the
numbers are scaled up to give an accurate estimate of the total
number. If measuring tiny objects this can get even more difficult
Year 9 have recently been doing this to calculate the density of pores
(stomata) that can be found on the underside of leaves.

First the area viewed through the microscope is calculated in
micrometres m (1000 m = 1mm) using a ruler on the microscope
stage and the circle area formula
r2
Then the number of stomata is counted. The number per m is then
calculated by dividing the number counted by the area. All units must
be in m for this to work!

Numeracy in ICT
Different counting systems
Year 8 have been working with
different systems used to count.

In ICT/Computing, we use binary
numbers (0,1 –or base 2) and
hexadecimal (0 to F or base 16)
Year 8 have to be able to convert from
our normal numbering system (denary
or base 10) to both binary and hex.

Numeracy in Music
Chords
In Music, understanding Western tonality is key to combining
different notes to make a pleasing overall sound.
Chords are where two or more notes are played simultaneously.
To understand and be able to play different types of chord such as
major or minor, we need to know the correct intervals used to
form each chord. We can work this out both mathematically and
aurally.
When composing music, it’s important to check that the notes in
your melodies are sounding well against the chords and overall
harmonies you are using. We use Logic software’s piano roll
function (which uses a grid to indicate pitches) & can use the grid
alongside our listening skills to check our melodies and chords
against each other, to make sure they sound good.
Scientists believe there are links between musical participation &
improvements in mathematical skills. The high-level cognitive functions
which develop via playing an instrument support one’s ability to achieve in
academic subjects such as mathematics.

